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The attached information is provided in response to questions raised by Ms. Cristol on 
June 23, 2016, regarding the plans for additional capacity, vehicles and transit stations 
on Columbia Pike. 

Question 1. How many seats does the TDP add on Columbia Pike over the next 10 
years? How does this capacity compare to what was proposed for the streetcar? How 
does the capacity proposed as part of the TDP respond to the forecasted population 
and job growth along Columbia Pike? Can the capacity proposed as part of the TDP 
meet the assumed goals for mode share associated with the additional development? 

Ridership Demand: In 2015, the routes traveling Columbia Pike carried 
approximately 17,700 riders a day. The majority of this ridership is associated with 
the Metrobus 16 Line. For the TDP, Columbia Pike ridership demand was estimated 
based on an updated forecast for population and job growth provided by the 
Department of Community Planning, Housing and Development. An average 21 
percent growth in population and a 4 percent growth in jobs along Columbia Pike is 
anticipated over the next 10 years. Based on these figures, the average daily 
ridership is expected to increase from 17,700 to 19,200 riders during that time 
period. Peak-hour daily ridership on Columbia Pike in 2026 is estimated at 3,500 
riders. 

Capacity: Most transit agencies allow for some level of standing passengers on 
local bus routes, typically between 20-50 percent above seated capacity. The total 
capacity of the proposed service concept, implemented with 40-foot buses and 
allowing for up to 150% of seated capacity, is 4,000 passengers in the peak hour. 
Table 1 below illustrates the relationship between estimated demand and capacity. 
As described below, if the County’s goals for mode share along Columbia Pike are 
met, additional capacity will eventually need to be added – either through the use of 
articulated buses or through a restructuring of the service plan. 
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Table 1. Peak Hour Seats (Eastbound and Westbound) 

Current Demand 
2026 Demand (25% 

Mode Share) 

2026 Demand 

(33% Mode Share) 

2,7001  3,500  4,600 

Current Capacity 
(Bus) 

Proposed Capacity 
(40’ Bus) 

Proposed Capacity 
(Articulated Bus) 

Seated 
Seated + 
Standing 

Seated 
Seated + 
Standing 

Seated 
Seated + 
Standing 

2,000  3,000  2,700  4,000  3,200  4,900 

 
The ridership model made assumptions about what routes passengers would 
choose when the new Columbia Pike service is fully implemented. If ridership 
spreads across the different types of service as anticipated – and if the 25% transit 
mode share on Columbia Pike remains the same – the service concept will be able 
to meet the demand through 2026: the 4,000 spots provided by the proposed service 
during the peak hour will accommodate the projected daily peak-hour need of 3,500 
riders.2 

With the introduction of premium service and premium amenities, however, transit 
will become a more attractive mode for residents and commuters. Assuming a 
higher transit mode share of 33 percent (based on the Master Transportation Plan 
2030 Countywide goal), the 10-year transit capacity does begin to show difficulty in 
accommodating the demand, especially at the eastern end of the corridor. 
Converting the “Connector” (i.e., 16M) and one “Limited-Stop” route (i.e., 16Y) to 
articulated buses increases the corridor passenger capacity significantly. This 
increase in supply is anticipated to cover the demand associated with a 33 percent 
transit mode split and projected population and employment growth in 2026. 

Because anticipated population, employment and ridership growth are based on 
linear development projections, it is difficult to predict when higher capacity vehicles 
will be needed on Columbia Pike to meet the overall demand. The TDP 
recommends reevaluating the need for articulated buses during the annual updates. 

                                            
1 Peak hour demand: the number of people that ride during the peak hour. Does not account 
for on and offs throughout the corridor.  
2 Based on the size of the streetcars that the County was prepared to purchase, streetcar only 
would have had a capacity of 3,100 seats in the peak hour.  However, it was always anticipated 
that buses would run alongside the streetcar.  The combined capacity, based on the planned bus 
service, would have been 5,100. 
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The following factors should be considered in the decision of when to implement 
articulated buses. 

 The availability of a storage and maintenance facility in Northern Virginia and/or 
the cost of operating articulated buses from facilities located farther away (e.g., 
Shepherd Parkway in Anacostia). Staff is currently working with Metro to identify 
options for articulated bus storage in Northern Virginia, including converting 
existing bays at Four Mile Run or identifying space at the under construction 
Cinder Bed in Fairfax County (anticipated to open in 2018-2019). Staff has 
already begun coordinating with Metro to address this challenge.   

 The increased costs of operating articulated buses. Based on Metro’s 
experience, these costs can be as much as 50 percent higher than standard 40-
foot buses due primarily to higher maintenance costs.  

 The desire to balance travel between modes. When the proposed service starts 
to reach capacity, the service could be restructured to carry more people along 
Columbia Pike, but would force more transfers to rail or other bus routes. The 
recommended service concept heavily emphasizes one-seat bus rides, which is 
sustainable in the short- and medium-term, but may need to be revisited in the 
long-term. A restructuring that requires more transfers to the rail network 
assumes, of course, that the health of the Metrorail system has returned to 
normal.  

Question 2. How will we add capacity to the 16Y route, which we consistently hear is 
the most crowded of the Pike routes, in specific? The TDP route details online say there 
will be no change, but will there be more frequent buses? 

16Y Capacity: The 16Y is experiencing crowding, which has been exacerbated 
recently by Metro’s SafeTrack initiative. To address current crowding issues, staff is 
coordinating with Metrobus to add another strategic bus to the 16Y. An additional 
street supervisor on the 16Y would also help space buses and manage the strategic 
buses.3 The street supervisor could be funded through a reimbursable operating 
project, though funding would need to be identified (approximately $125,000 per 
year). Staff is also recommending lengthening the peak on the 16Y to add capacity. 
This may produce a small benefit on crowding during the peak hour and will add 
capacity for passengers that have flexibility in their commute times.  
 

The Columbia Pike service concept was developed to add capacity to the entire 
corridor and to provide attractive, frequent, reliable alternatives for some 16Y riders. 
A one-seat, limited-stop bus ride to Federal Triangle and a frequent connection to 
both the Blue and Yellow Lines may encourage some riders to shift to routes/modes 
with additional capacity. The completion of SafeTrack and implementation of the 
proposed service concept is expected to relieve some of the 16Y crowding. Staff 
recommends reevaluating the 16Y following the implementation of the new 

                                            
3 A strategic bus is recommended over a schedule change because the additional capacity is 
only needed during the peak hour and not throughout the service span.  
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Columbia Pike service concept and SafeTrack. Staff will continue to coordinate with 
Metrobus staff to resolve challenges associated with operating articulated buses in 
Northern Virginia to ensure that this is one of the options that can be considered to 
enhance capacity on the 16Y if crowding problems persist.   

Question 3. The current CIP includes growing the ART fleet from 65 to 90 vehicles: Are 
these new vehicles in fact “more of the same” (i.e., identical to the current ART buses in 
size, design – other than branding and color – and capacity)? If so, were alternatives – 
in size, in design – considered, and can you tell us more about why they were ruled out 
(e.g. storage or other issues)? If not, are there any images or models from other 
systems you can share about what the new vehicles may look like? If we don’t yet 
know, what will be the process to determine what the new vehicles look like? Are there 
a few models we are choosing among?   

ART Fleet: Staff is proposing to continue to procure 31’ and 40’ CNG heavy-duty 
buses to fill out the ART fleet and replace most of the smaller 28’ buses with larger 
vehicles. Currently, there is no plan to modify the branding of the ART buses. The 
Premium Transit Network limited-stop services and the new one-seat ride from 
Skyline to Crystal City will be operated by Metrobus. 
 
Vehicle Design: The proposed one-seat ride from Skyline to Crystal City (16M, 
“Connector”) will be operated by Metrobus. Staff is working with Metro to implement 
that service in 2018 and operate it with new, modern, low-floor CNG buses. These 
will replace the buses currently operating on Columbia Pike. They will be similar to 
the vehicles used for the Metroway. Staff will begin working with Metro this fall to 
determine the branding (e.g., exterior color/design) of the vehicles. The Metroway 
brand will be one of the options considered.  

Staff did evaluate double-decker buses, but have not recommended them because 
they increase dwell time at stops as riders climb up and down stairs. Other vehicle 
designs are not recommended by the TDP because the Premium Transit Network 
service will be operated by Metrobus and the vehicles will be procured, stored and 
maintained by Metro. At this time, staff does not have support from Metro to 
introduce a new vehicle type into the Metrobus fleet. Pursuing a new vehicle design 
would require additional coordination with Metro and has uncertain financial 
implications.  Further study is required. 
 
Vehicle Size: See Question 1 above.   

Question 4a. Are there studies or data from other cities about the relationship between 
premium transit stops (defined either in terms of amenities or just cost/appearance) and 
increased ridership, on which staff has drawn in making its recommendations? 

There is a body of research dedicated to understanding the ridership impacts of BRT 
or premium bus systems. For example, the Federal Transit Administration’s Transit 
Research Cooperative Program (TCRP) developed a BRT Practitioner’s Guide that 
looked at survey data to identify incremental BRT ridership impacts. It found that 
transit amenities can have an impact on ridership beyond those impacts associated 
with travel time savings and service frequency improvements. Based on a review of 
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several premium bus and BRT systems (both with and without exclusive right-of-way 
for buses), the Guide estimated that stations, vehicles, and service patterns each 
accounted for 15% of new ridership. It found that, for premium systems, 
conventional shelters had no impact on ridership. Overall, the examples in the TCRP 
Guide suggest that the identity, information, and amenities – in addition to 
improvements in span of service, frequency, routing, and travel times – are 
important in attracting riders. 
 
The main benefit of near-level boarding and off-board fare payment at the transit 
stations is a substantial reduction in bus dwell time at each stop.  These amenities 
will enable each transit station to serve more buses and passengers per hour. 

 
Question 4b. Could staff confirm that all the functional components of premium stops – 
i.e. transit screens, curb heights, machines to collect fares off-vehicle – can be achieved 
in either version (kit-of-parts or pre-fab) option? Or are some of those components only 
achievable with kit-of-parts?  

The amenities mentioned above will be achievable with either a kit-of-parts or pre-
fab option. One component that could be hampered by a pre-fab option is pedestrian 
accessibility and movement. Staff is currently investigating options for a pre-fab 
shelter that has fewer touch points and would not impede pedestrian or ADA 
accessibility.  

  
 


